We prove that there are many maximum model complete (= generic) models, and that there exists an (uncountable) theory with no generic models. 
Lemma 1. If M completes T and N is an elementary submodel of M, then N also completes T (it follows from Theorem 1.2).
For a cardinal A let Mc(X) be the least cardinal k, such that for all T of power ^A, if T is completed by some model of power k, then for all ,«^A there is a model which completes T and whose power is ^./u.
Theorem 2. Mc(X)=pik (=the Hanf number of omitting a type).
Remark.
For the values of p.x see,e.g., Chang [2, §2, p. 47]; he denotes ¡xx by mx.
Theorem 3. For arbitrarily large cardinals k smaller than the first measurable cardinal there exists a complete and countable T and a model M of power k which complete T, and no proper extension of M completes T.
Answering Question 8.1 of [1] we prove in §2: Theorem 4. There is an uncountable theory T with no T-generic model.
(This was also proved, independently, by P. Henrard, and later by Macintyre.) Only in §2 knowledge of [1] is assumed.
Notation. |M| is the universe of the model M. \A\ is the cardinality of the set A (so |L| is the number of formulas ofL). || M\\ is the cardinality of (the universe of) M. Infinite cardinals are denoted by A, pt, k. We expand M to a model M1 by adding the following relations: (1) PfI1 = Ai for every i<\p\ (i.e., Pfn is a one-place relation, and P¡ the corresponding predicate).
(2) A relation Rm such that (a, b) eRm iff there is i<\p\, bePf1, M |= -¡(piia) and for every j<i, M |= <f>¡[d\. (*) A model of Tx completes Tx iff it omits px. By (8) it is clear that every model of Tx which omits px completes Tx. Suppose now A is a model of Tx which realizes px, and let a e \N\ realize px. As A is a model of Tx, by (4) and (6), there are distinct elements c, bn, 0Sn<a>, such that:
N h aE2bn and N (= aE2c (for every ri).
We now define now a submodel Nx of N, whose set of elements is \NX\ = \N\ -{c, b0}. Now Nx is not an elementary submodel of A because Nx N (yx)(xE3bx -* x = bx), N\= (3x)(xE3bx A x ^ bx).
On the other hand N, Nx are isomorphic: define F by: (2); and for (e) we should notice also (7) (which implies that if A is a model of Tx, which omits px, then ||A|| is equal to the number of F^-equivalence classes in \N\). So we prove the theorem.
The following theorem was already known to Robinson: 
Theorem.
For arbitrarily large cardinals X smaller than the first measurable cardinal, there is a model Mx, ||MA|| =X, with countable type and with a one place relation P, Pi,/;i={c"|cre<ft»}, such that: for no proper extension N of Mx which is elementarily equivalent to Mx, pN=pMx_ (For characterization of those X which satisfy this, see [4] .) Construction. Let A be a countable set of new individual constants, let P be a forcing condition. We shall show that there is a ^-generic model, which is a model of K{(P) = {<f> e L(A):P\r*<p} and whose reduct to L* is N. Let {</>¿:¡'<ft>} be the set of sentences of L(A), A = {an:n<co}. We define by induction Pn :
(1) Po=P-(2) If P3n is defined, then there is a Q^P3n, such that ßlr</>" or Q\\--¡<pn. LetP3n+1=Ô.
(3) If P3"+i is defined it is easy to see that there is a natural number m such that P3n+iU{cn=r«} is a forcing condition. Let P3"+2=P3n+iU {cn=m}.
(4) If P3"+2 is defined, we can similarly find Psn+í^Pín+i such that for somem, an=m e P3n+3.
As in [1, Theorem 3.3] we get a generic model N(P) which satisfies all our conditions. Now let us prove (*) (a) If y> e T, and not 0 \\-*y then for some P, P\r-¡y), so N(Pjt=-¡ip. AsipeL*, and N is the reduct of N(P) to A*, Ah-i^ contradiction so TcA^, and as Tis complete KfxnL* = T. (by the definition of T). This contradicts Rabin [3] , that any nonstandard model of F has an extension which is a model of F but not an elementary extension of M.
